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Night Cooling Contrai Slratc:gic:s Executive Sumrnary 

EXECUTIVE SUJ\1MARY 

Night cooling is an established technique allowing ventilation to take place at night with the 
intention of removing heat gains that have built up during the preceding day. By permitting 
the cool night air to tlow through a building, heat is removed and a store of the cool air within 
the building fabric, fumiture and fittings is achieved thus providing a cooling effect the 
following day. 

In order to achieve the full benefit of this technique it is essential that appropriate night 
cooling control strategies are used thus achieving the maximum amount of cooling whilst 
avoiding overcooling and subsequent re-heating. In this way energy consumption relating to 
mechanical cooling and mechanical ventilation is minirnised and consequently significant cost 
savings can be made. 

The research carried out by BSRJA involved site monitoring of four night cooling contrai 
strategies, each of which was used in actual office buildings installation based upon a 'low 
energy' design. The performance of the contrai strategies was further verified through the use 
of thermal simulation software. This was used to mode! a basic representation of one of the 
case study buildings and the performance of a range of night cooling contrai strategies, 
including those applied in the case study buildings were tested against a selection of variables 
that could influence performance. The variables were designed to represent the range of 
conditions that could be experienced in actual buildings. 

The work undertaken showed that ail of the strategies are successful in helping to produce a 
satisfactory thermal environment as part of an overall low energy strategy. The research 
demonstrated that the application of corn pl ex contrai algorithms is not necessary in practice to 
achieve cost savings, although there may be benefits when trying to achieve energy savings . 
What is important is the careful selection of the contrai set points to initiate night cooling and 
in order to optimise the arnount of night cooling taking place. The research showed that 
during the summer months ail of the night cooling control strategies operated for the 
maximum arnount of tirne. It was du ring the marginal summer months (May, June, September 
and October) where the different contrai strategies resulted in a wide variation regarding 
utilisation. Over-cooling of the space was generally not beneficial since it was only achieved 
under marginal conditions when the requirement for night cooling is reduced. (ie over cooling 
of the space under peak ternperature conditions would Jead to improved corn fort conditions 
later in the day). A minimum zone setpoint should be specified to prevent overcooling. This 
should be related to the heating setpoint so that the situation where over-cooling followed by 
heating is avoided. The results showed that during peak conditions the external air 
temperature remained higher than the internai temperature until late into the evening. 
Therefore night cooling should only be permitted when the zone temperature exceeds the 
external tempera tu re. 

Night cooling by mechanical ventilation was typically no more successful than natural 
ventilation and also imposed a significant energy penalty. The use of mechanical ventilation 
should be restricted to bad weather conditions when natural ventilation is not feasible where 
the ventilation systems allow this. Where mechanical ventilation is utilised it was found that 
starting the plant at 21 :OO hours rather than 18:00 hours resulted in a similar intèrnal 
temperature being achieved at the end of the night cool period due to the lower external 
temperatures later in the evening. 

tr) BSRlA Report 1 162114 Il 
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The results of the monitoring and computer simulation has led to the provision of a 
recommended night cooling control strategy based upon the following rules: 

• the night cooling should be initiated if any one or a combination of the following are 
satisfied: 

Peak zone temperature (any zone)> 23°( 
Average zone temperature (any zone) >22°C 
Average afternoon outside air temperature >20°( 

• night cooling should continue providing that ail of these conditions are satisfied: 

Zone temperature (any zone) > outside air temperature + 2K 
Zone temperature (any zone)> heating setpoint 
Outside air temperature > l 2°C 

• night cooling should be carried out for ail of these periods: 

7 days per week 
entire non-occupied period 

Days 
Time -
Lag operate night cooling for an additional two 

nights following rhe conrrol criteria no longer 
being satîsfied. This only applies if night cooling 
operated for a minimum of the prevîous five 
consecutive nights. 

© BSRIA Report l 1621/4 Ill 
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Night Cooling Control Strategies Pre face 

PREFACE 

Night cooligg off ers the potential to minimise or completely avoid the use of mechanical 
cooling and to improve the environmental conditions in naturally ventilated buildings. By 
allowing cool nighr time air to flow through the building the heat built up during the previous 
day is removed and storage of the cool air in the fabric, fumiture and fittings is achieved, 
consequently providing a cooling effect the following day. However, in order to realise the 
full potential of night cooling systems adoption of the appropria te contrai strategies is 
essential. 

A programme of research has been carried out by BSRIA to identify and verify the 
performance of control strategies for night cooling that can be used for both active, passive 
and mixed mode systems and to address the issues relating to their effective application. This 
report describes the research carried out. 
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Night Cooling Control Strategies Introduction 

l. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND TO PROJECT 
,, 

N
.
ight cooling is an established technique allowing ventilation to take place at night 

\VÎth the intention of removing heat gains that have built up during the preceding day. 
By permitting the cool night air to flow through a building, heat is removed and a store 
of the cool air \vithin the building fabric, furniture and fittings is achieved thus 
pro\·iding a cooling effect the following day. 

For the majority of buildings there is adequate 'free' cooling available during the day 
for approximately 90% of the year. This is directly from outside, either by opening 
windows or through the use of mechanical ventilation. It is during the periods of peak 
outside air temperatures that night cooling is particularly needed to provide additional 
cooling. Other buildings have higher interna! heat gains and there is a requirement to 
provide cooling for a greater proportion of the year. These buildings can also benefit 
from the provision of night cooling strategies in order to reduce the need for 
mechanical cooling and/or mechanical ventilation and thus achieve energy and cost 
savmgs. 

Typically, the use of an exposed ceiling slab in conjunction with an appropriate night 
cooling strategy will offset heat gains of approximately 20 W/m2 and peak localised 
loads may even be higher. The use of solar shading, efficient and well controlled 
lighting systems and the removal of heat generating equipment from the general office 
spaces (or location adjacent to a ventilation extract) will provide additional heat gain 
reduction. The principle of night cooling can be a pp lied to any building with heat gains 
over approximately 20 W/m2 (belov.1 which daytime opening ofwindows and other 
vents should provide reasonable temperature conditions for most of the time) with a 
summer diurnal temperature range of 5 K or more. 

In order to ensure that the full potential of night cooling systems are realised, whether 
passive or active, adoption of the appropriate control strategies is essential. Where 
mechanical ventilation is utilised a balance must be struck between the amount of night 
cooling taking place with the cost of running fans and the potential danger of over
cooling the space leading to a heating requirement prior to occupancy on the following 
day. It is essential that the net energy cost when operating a night cooling strategy is 
not greater than a system without night cooling. 

This project concerns control strategies for night cooling that can be used for both 
active, passive and mixed mode systems. The research concentrates on strategies that 
may be implemented using existing contrai system technology and is intended to 
provide practical guidance regarding the application of contre! routines for night 

cooling. 
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1.2 PROJECT PROGRAMME 

The research was undertaken in a number of steps and the principal ones are detailed 
below. 

• A literature survey was conducted to review existing papers and articles concerned 
with night cooling, thermal mass and control algorithms. The literature review is 
detailed in report 11621 Il and the conclusions frorn the review are presented in 
chapter 3. 

• Consultations were carried out with industry including consultants and contrai 
companies and the practical advice obtained is incorporated in this document. 

• Monitoring of five buildings was undertaken, four of which utilised different control 
strategies for night cooling. The buildings were rnonitored between spring and 
autumn 1995 and the subsequent analysis of the data investigated the operation and 
effectiveness of each night cooling contrai strategy. Details of the site monitoring 
undertaken and the data analysis are provided in report 11621/2. A synopsis of the 
work is given in chapter 4. 

• An assessment of control strategies using dynarnic simulation softv,rare was 
conducted. A.PA.CHE thermal simulation software was used to mode! a basic 
representation of one of the case study buildings. A range of contrai strategies, 
including those applied in the case study buildings, were tested against a range of 
variables that could influence performance. The variables were selected to 
represent actual conditions that could be experienced in buildings. A résumé of the 
dynamic thermal simulation results is presented in chapter 5 and the full 
methodology, results and conclusions can be found in report 11621 /3. 
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Night Cooling Control Strategies Practical Issues of Implementing Night Cooling 

2. 

2.1 

PR.\CTICAL ISSUES OF IMPLEMENTING NIGHT COOLING 

OPTIMISING NIGHT COOLING 

The key parameters in the performance of night cooling systems are: 

• air supply rate 

• � T between the air and the storage media (building fabric) 

• thermal linking between the fabric and the air supply 

• fabric storage performance (dependent on the fabric thermal properties -
conductivity, heat capacity and density, together with the fabric thickness). 

In order to optimise the performance of night cooling it is important to understand 
how these parameters vary. The air supply rate and the t. T between the air and the 
storage media determines the amount of cooling introduced into the building. 
However, it is the thermal linking between the fabric and the air supply that is the 
critical factor affecting the storage effectiveness. This is dependent upon the heat 
transfer through the fabric surface and the fabric area (which can be increased by the 
use of coffered, waveform and vaulted ceiling slabs). It has been found that the 
storage performance of the ceiling slabs and variations in the thermal properties and 
thick.ness beyond approximately 75mm have little influence on the slab's performance 
[ 1 J. However, where enhanced surface heat transfer occurs, perhaps due to 
particularly turbulent air flow, more heat v.1ill flow through the surface of the slab and 
so a greater thermal mass will be worthwhile. 

The heat transfer into and out of the fabric surface is affected by the air supply rate 
passing over the thermal mass. For a mechanical ventilation system this is easy to 
quantify but the air supply in a naturally ventilated system will be variable depending 
upon the external weather conditions, the size and positioning of the inlet and outlet 
vents as well as the internai office temperature and layout. The air supply rate 
particularly affects the convective heat transfer into and out of the fabric. This has 
been found to vary widely and is difficult to determine. Convective heat transfer will 
depend upon whether the air movement is 'forced' (such as flO\ving through a duct or 
core with primarily turbulent flow) or driven by natural 'buoyancy' forces (such as 
\.vithin an occupied space). Reference [ 1] provides more information regarding heat 
transfer into and out of the fabric. As a rough guide, where air is being passed through 
a 300mm floor void an air velocity through the inlet <lamper around 1.Smls should be 
sufficient to encourage good heat transfer. Fan power should not exceed 1 W/l/s for 
combined supply and extract [2]. 

... · 
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2.2 MECHANICAL VENTILATION 

Where mechanical ventilation is utilised for night cooling the operation of the system 
incurs an energy penalty in operating the fans. This should be weighed against the 
potential benefit to be obtained by night cooling in order that the net energy costs are 
not greater than that for a system v..-ith no night cooling. Variable air volume systems 
offer the benefit of being able to vary the air flow rate to optimise the amount of 
cooling introduced into the building, giving high air supply rates at peak loads but 
conserving fan energy by reducing the air flow at lower loads. This is important for a 
number of reasons: 

• 

• 

there is an optimum air velocity for heat transfer between the air and the fabric 

during the cooler months the air supply volume can be reduced due to a lower 
cooling Joad and the increased cooling temperature differential that is available 

• the fan speed may be varied at night to make the optimum use of low tariff 
periods and/or the lowest external temperatures. 

The fan energy consumed per unit of air delivered will increase with air supply rate, 
increasing the pressure drop through the ductwork. Where a variable speed drive is 
fitted to the mechanical ventilation fans there are significant energy savings to be made 
by running the fan at a reduced flow rate (figure l ) . Thus, when the night cooling 
algorithm is likely to be satisfied before the end of the night cooling period it is more 
cost effective to supply a lower air flow rate continuously during the allotted period for 
night cooling. However, care should be taken to avoid running the fan below the 30% 
air flow rate since the power consumption increases dramatically (not shown in figure 
l ). An alternative approach may be to make use of two speed fans for night cooling as 
a compromise to the additional cost of variable speed drives. 
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2.3 

Where a supply fan rather than an extract fan is used to provide the night cooling the 
increase in energy consumption will manifest itself as an increase in fan pick-up, 
reducing the amount of free cooling available. Typical values for fan pick-up are 
bet\veen 1 and 2 K which can denigrate the benefit of night cooling, and indeed, render 
the fan operation for night cooling dubious. One way to minimise this is to locate the 
fan motor outside of the airstream so that the mot or losses do not increase the supply 
air temperature. 

Other sources of heat gain to the suppl y air may be due to: 

• heating valves by-passing 

• 

• 

recirculation dampers by-passing 

air intakes being poorly positioned, for example taking air from above a dark 
roof exposed to the sun, or adjacent to extract vents. 

A further possibility for improving the night cooling system efficiency relates to 
reducing the pressure drop through the air handling unit by making use of an 
arrangement to by-pass the filters and heating/cooling coils. This could allow the 
outside air to enter the supply fan chamber directly through a dedicated duct (with 
appropriate temperature interlocks) thus minimising the fan energy consumption per 
unit air volume supplied. One potential problem with this arrangement is an increase in 
the amount of dust and particulates entering the space which may result in increased 
cleaning costs. 

The control principles are essentially the same for both mechanical ventilation and 
passive ventilation systems although mechanical ventilation systems rnay be configured 
only to run during low tariff periods. It is important when operating mechanical 
ventilation systems that the supply air setpoint is suitably adjusted to ensure that 
reheating of the cool night air does not take place. 

PASSIVE VENTILATION 

Where passive night cooling is undertaken consideration should be given to the 
appropriate inlet and out let vent design, size and location as well as the shape of the 
building and the location and shape of adjacent buildings. Inlet and outlet vents should 
encourage air flow over the exposed ceiling surface yet should be secure from 
intruders and prevent the ingress of rain. Outlet vents may be configured su ch that the 
vents on the lee si de of a building are opened to enhance air flow through the 
utilisation of the negative pressure area created. Other buildings make use of outlet 
vents that are designed to encourage the creation of negative pressure areas to enhance 
ventilation rates. 

Stack effect is also used to improve ventilation rates. Stack effect has a greater 
influence at night than during the day since a larger temperature differenriâi will exist 
between the internai and e;...1emal temperature at night. However, it is likely that the 
wind speed will still be the dominant ventilation mechanism. A wind speed of 4 mis, 
the average wind speed exceeded for 50% of the time in England at a height of 1 Om, 

� BSRIA Report I l 621/4 5 
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produces a driving force thraugh a ventilation opening of approximately 7 Pa with a 
surface pressure coefficient of O. 7. A stack effect of a similar magnitude will require a 
stack height of l Om and a temperature differential between inside and outside of 
ap,proximately 1 8  K. 

Automatic control of windows and other vents can easily be carried out since there are 
actuators available to open and close ail types of windows, dampers, doors, raoflights 
etc. [ 4]. This off ers the benefit of being able to carry out night cooling v.'ithout any 
manual input. The contrai system should pravide apprapriate interlocks to prevent 
adverse influences on the building. These might include interlocks for high wind 
speed, rain, low external temperature, wind direction and low internai temperature. 
Weather monitoring sensors are normally pravided as part of the automatic contrai 
system to monitor the external conditions. Reference [ 4] provides details regarding the 
selection and positioning of sensors sui table for the contrai of night cooling. 

Sorne buildings are currently being designed with the intention of carrying out n.ight 
cooling using manually openable windows (natural ventilation). As the external 
temperature increases in the peak sumrner months it is intended that more windows are 
opened. This is to be carried out on a daily basis by the security guards/occupants so 
that by the height of the summer al! the windov;s are opened. As the external 
temperatures start to decrease (i.e. as autumn approaches) the security 
guards/occupants are expected to start closing windows. The practicality of this mode 
of operation has yet to be proven in practice. 

2.4 MECHANICAL COOLL"iG 

\�'here buildings have particularly high thermal Ioads mechanical cooling can be used to 
cool the fabric to lower temperatures than would be possible with night cooling alone. 
This is achieved by cooling the air passing over or through the slab. The use of 
mechanical cooling offers the possibility of shifting the cooling Joad to a low tariff 
period thus praviding cost savings, particularly where peak daytime cooling loads 
coïncide with peak electricity tariffs. Additional savings may be available due to the 
improved cooling system performance at night due to more effective operation of the 
condenser with the cooler ambient air. Cooling system efficiency improvernents may 
also occur due to operation at full load as opposed to possible part load operation 
during the day. However, where mechanical cooling is used a number of issues arise: 

• the ventilation system should be run in recirculation mode to prevent energy 
wastage caused by loss of some the mechanically cooled air to atmosphere. 

• the cost of the runn.ing the supply fan and chi lier system for night cooling 
should be taken into account together with the efficiency of storage. lt may be 
more cost effective to operate the chiller system solely at the time that cooling 
is required. 

• the use of mechanical night cooling can redu ce the requirement fof .. additional 
chilling capacity where the chiller system is undersized. 

© BSRlA Report 1 1 62 1 /4 6 
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2.5 

• 

• 

where mechanical cooling of a hollow core slab is carried out the cooling 
stored overnight will reduce the slab temperature below that with mechanical 
night ventilation alone. However, during the day, mechanically cooled air 
supplied via the hollow core slab will be warmed since the supply air i nto the 
slab will be below the slab temperature. This will affect the ability to rapidly 
cool the occupied space. A by-pass arrangement should be provided to 
overcome this thus maintaining the benefit of slab cooling for periods of peak 
electricity rates or lower cooling loads. 

there is a danger of over-cooling the slab and a condensation avoidance control 
strategy similar to that used for chilled ceilings is recommended. These are 
generally based upon monitoring the presence of moisture or the relative 
humidity and temperature close to the slab surface as an indicator of the risk of 
condensation .  

CONDENSATION 

The question of hurnidity contrai and risk of condensation is often posed in naturally 
ventilated buildings. Previous work by Barnard [ 1] has shown that the occurrence of 
high humidity (>70% RH) is rare for the temperature conditions analysed (>22cC). 
The provision of dehumidification is unlikely therefore to be necessary. With regard to 
condensation the dew point temperature of the ambient air \Vil! generally be below the 
minimum fabric ternperature thus minimising the likelihood of condensation. However, 
a number of points should  be remembered in the consideration of condensation: 

• the risk of condensation will be i ncreased at low air supply rates as there will be 
Jess removal of moisture. 

• smaller sensible heat gains will reduce the fabric temperature achieved and so 
will increase the risk of condensation .  

• the use o f  rnechanical ventilation to cool the fabric temperatures below those 
which could be achieved by night cooling alone will also increase the risk of 
condensation. 

© BSRIA Report 1 1 621/4 7 
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3. CONCLUSIONS FROM THE LITERA TURE SEARCH 

As part of the research a literature review was conducted using the following 
keyrwords: 

free cooling 
ventilation/free cooling 

fans/cooling 
night cooling 
pre-cooling 

air conditioning/night cooling 
air conditioning/free cooling 

predictive contrai 

The principle conclusions from the literature search are detailed below and full details 
of the review can be found in report 1 1 62 1  /1. 

• The difference between the ground floor and the second floor interna! 
temperature after n.ight cooling is typically 2°C. This is due to the reduced 
srack effect available on the second floor, thus reducing the night (and daytime) 
ventilation rate. The ground floor slab is also likely to be cooler than the other 
floor slabs due to contact with the ground. This will further influence the 
ground floor temperature. 

• 'When night cooling is utilised in a building with a comparatively heavyweight 
exposed structure, good solar shading, and internai heat gains below 
approximately 40W/m2, then the intemal temperature can typically be held at 6-
80C below peak extemal summer time temperatures. 

• In order to maximise the benefit of night cooling the vents should be shut 
during the daytime (except to provide the ventilation necessary for the 
occupants' health and comfort) to minimise beat gains from the ambient air, 
particularly in periods of high external temperature. 

• On hot days when the internai temperature exceeds the upper level of comfort 
in still air, improvements in comfort may be obtained by increasing the indoor 
air speed \vith a fan (eg punkah fan), whilst minimising the ventilation with 
outside air. 

• Passive night cooling saves the capital cost of air handling units and chilling 
plant etc. and hence incurs no energy expenditure on fan power or cooling 
costs. However this should be offset against the costs of additional solar 
shading, openable windows, vent actuators and other associated tontrols. 

• Simple night cooling control routines have been suggested to offer the 
optimum cost savings whereas the more sophisticated control strategies 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

resulted in the optimum energy savings. The cost savings achieved with the 
simple pre-cool strategies is due to the high utilisation factor which results in 
larger cooling savings and higher net cost savings (due to tariff differentials) 
whilst producing lower net energy savings due to pre-cool operation in longer 
(and consequently less favourable) periods. The conflict between the results 
demonstrates that the criteria for success (i.e. energy saving or cost saving) 
may determine whether simple or complex controls are more appropriate. 

Thermal mass alone can actually increase energy use if night cooling is not 
app[ied since the heat gains build up, increasing the average daytime 
temperature and thus requiring the greater use of mechanical cooling. 

A storage efficiency can be estimated based upon equating the cooling emering 
the space with the cooling transferring to the fabric: 

The penalty of having a thermally heavyi.veight building is that any mistakes in 
contrai can take significant time and energy to rectify. 

The use of phase change materials in the building fabric has the benefit of 
enhancing the cooling storage capaciry of a building without an undue increase 
in the building mass. 

• A nurnber of predictive contra[ techniques for night cooling.'daytime 
remperarure contra! have been developed using computer simulation. The 
predictive techniques generally incorporate some fonn of weather predicrion 
modules based on a combination of meteorologicaJ institute forecasts, historica] 
weather data, and consideration of today's weather to predict tomorrow's. 
L'p-to-date weather monitoring is normally used to detect sudden changes in 
the wearher that may affect the prediction. The \veather predictions are 
generally used to predict the internai space temperature or comfort conditions 
based on the knowledge of the expected night cooling rate, the expected 
daytime external temperature and expected ventilation rates together i.vith 
building thermal pararneters and expected heat gains. However, none of the 
papers detail the results of any tests on real buildings. 
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Night Cooling Control Strategies Résumé of Site Monitoring 

4.  RÉSUI\iIÉ OF SITE MONITORING 

4 . 1  

4 . 2  

L�TRO D UCTION 

As pàrt of the research four main night cooling comrol strategi es were identi fied.  Five 
buildings that util ise these strategies were monitored fro m spring to aurumn 1 99 5  u sing 
data col lected by the bui lding manage:nenr  system (BM S )  insralled on each site . The 
bui ld ings monitored were venti lated usi ng bath m echanic al and naru ral vent il ation . 
These bui ldings were : 

• bu i ld i ngs B and F at the Inl and Revenu e Bui lding, 0.'ottingham (utilising 
setpoint contra! initiated by the average anern o o n  external temperatu re) 

• the Io nica Build ing, C ambridge (degree heurs co ntre!) 

• the PowerGen Headqu arters Bui ld ing, C oventry (setpoint contre! init iated by 
the average zone temperature and the minimum ext ernal t emperature limits) 

• the Inland Revenue Building, Durrington (slab temperature contre ! ) .  

The  analysis investigated the  operation and effectiveness o f  each cooling contre! 
system and the com�lation  b etween night coo! ing and the factors that could influence 
its operation. Full d etails regarding the site monito ring c an b e  fo und in repon 1 1 6 2 1 /:?. 

DES CRIPTIO:"I' OF BVILDrNGS 

4.2. 1 Inla n d Reve n u e  B u il d i ng�  D u rri ngto n 

Ge n e ral b u i l d i n g  d es c ri p t i o n  

Durri ngton B ridge House is  a 7500m2, four storey office building constructed around a 
central atrium. The bui lding bas open plan office areas o n  tbe �orth and South sides 
and cellular offices provided on the East and \Vest sides . The building benefits from an 
exposed concrete ceiling and extemal solar shad i ng on the southern facade. B linds are 
fi tted internally to the windows. 1nternal !igh t shelves are pro\'ided to improve natural 
l ight levels .  

A mixed mode \·emilation system ts  used SU ïJplying a ir ei ther by a dedicated two speed 
mechanical venti lat ion system ( l . 5 or 4 ai r changes per hour), or by natu ral venti !ar ion 
\\'hic h  provides air fro m auromatical ly contro lled casernent vents fined above manual ly  
openab !e centre pivot windows . Air is  extracted Yi a the atrium, e ither by the two 
speed extract fans or via the atrium roofl ights wh.ich are under automatic contra! . 
There i s  no mechanical coo!ing avai lab le. Heati ng is provided via a therm al wheel and 
heater batteries in  the supply air handl ing units.  A perimeter hearing system is aise 
used . 

..,' 
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Nig.ht Cooling Control Strategies Résumé of Site Monitoring 

Control stra tegy 

The ventilation system for the open plan office areas is b ased u pon controll ing the two 
open plan office sup p ly fans and the office/atrium casernent vents during the occu pied, 
non-èccupied and night coo l ing periods. The supply fans operate to provide heating if 
the space temperature is below the space temperarure setpoim.  \Vhen the hearing i s  
o n, the outer casernent windows 2.nd atrium vents shuc and the atrium casernent 
windows open.  If the a\·erage temperature exceeds the set po int the heating sw i tches 
off. 

P erim eter h eating is  also available  and is initiated if  the out si de air temperature is 
b elow the heating enable setpoint.  

In the event that n ight cooling takes place, the perimeter h eating is  i nhibited until the 
bui lding i s  occupied.  However, the perimeter heating is enab l ed according to an 
optimum start algorithm if night cooling occurs .  

As the temperature o f  a zone increases above the cooling s etpoint the auto matie 
windows of that zone open.  If the temperature of a zone falls  below the cooling 
setpoint the outer wind OV-'S of that zone shut. 

When the average room temperature exceeds the coo l ing setpo i nt by l K the suppl  y 
fans ope rate at low speed and cont inue to operate unti l  the average temperature fa!ls 
O. SK below the setpoint If the average temperature rises :K above che setpoinc the 
supp ly fans switch to high speed and remain at high speed unt i l  the ternperarure falls  ro 
1 K abo ve the setpo int when i t  revem to low speed operation. The following 
i l lustrates the summer heating and coo l ing setpoims, with deadbands:  

Temperature increasing '7' 1 T (°C)  1 Temperatu re fall inQ'. � 

High speed fans o n  24 
23 . 5  

Low speed fans o n  7 "'  _ .)  Hi�h speed fans off 
Cooling on (v,:indows 22 . 5  
open) 

2 2  
2 1 . 5 Cooling off 

(windows shut/l o \V speed fans 
off) 

Heati nQ off 1 2 1  1 
20 . 5 
20 Heat in� on. 

·' 
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Night Cooling Control Strategies Résumé of Site Monitoring 

N i g h t  coo l ing c o n trol strategy - slab temperature c o ntrol 

AJ the end of occup<u1cy the cooling by n atural ventilation is maintained, as required, 
for 1 . 5 hours. Following this, and provided the bui lding is to be occupied within 24 
heurs i . e. not F riday night or S aturday night, night coo[ing is applied by o pening the 
automatic windows and atrium vents fo r  cooling by natural venti l at ion.  This cont inues 
u nti l  the slab set point is  achi eved at whic h  time the windows and vents are shut . If the 
s lab setpo int is  not achieved by the start of the low electricity tariff, the la test start time 
for mechanic al night cooling to achieve the setpoint is calcu[ated . The fans are only 
operated du ring the Jow t ariff period .  The v.·i ndows remain open and the fans o pera te 
for the calculated p eriod, o r  u ntil the setpoim is achieved. The calculation of the time 
required to achieve the s[ab temperature setpoint includes the basic cooling rate, 
temperature differentials between the slab and outside air and a factor for high v..·ind 
speed s .  

S l a b  temp era t u re s et p o i n t  

The s lab temperature setpoint is  calcul at ed with t h e  i ntention of equalising t h e  slab 
temperaru re, the room temperature and the slab temperature setpoint at the end of the 
occupancy period on the fo!lowing d ay. A.n adjustment faccor is  p rovi d ed i n  order that 
a coo[ ing effect is Stil l  available from the s l ab tO\\·ards the end of the occup ancy perio d  
(i . e. i f  the slab and the room are at the same temperature then there is  n o  cooling 
available). The calculation is ' se!Ï learni ng ' so that in tbe evem that the slab 
temperature setpoint is not achieved then an additional factor is applied to the 
calcu ! ati on in order that the serpoint mighr be achieved for the following night cooling 
period. 

4 . 2 . 2  I n l a n d  Reve n u e  B u i l d i n gs B a n d  F ,  !\ ott i n gh a m  

Gen e ral  b u il d i n g  descri p t i o n  

Building B takes the fo rm of a quadrangle and h a s  a total floor area of approximately 
8 500 m2, whereas building F is in the form of an L shape with a total floor area of 
about 5 700 m2. The bui ld ings vvere completed i n  1994 and are of sim.i lar constru ct ion 
with a ' waveform' exposed concrete ceil ing.  

The bui ld i ngs are vent i lated either via m echanical supply fans in the underfloor  voi d 
(one per  b ay, m anually controlled wit h  four speeds) or by natural ventilati on with air  
suppl ied via o pening windows. In  both cases the air is  exhausted via ' extract' towers 
which are fitted with a roof arrangement that can be raised and lowered u n d er B M S  
control to  \'ary the air flow rate through the towers i n  order t o  maintain temperature 
control in the occupied space. There are four towers pro\·ided in bui lding B and three 
towers i n  bui lding F. Each tower is d esigned as a stairwell and is constructed p arti al ly 
of glass to aid the stack effect (solar tO\ver) . 

The t o p  floor of each building e:\."tracts air via manually controlled ro..oflights rather  
th an  the towers. This redue es  the  height required fo r  the tO\Vers. - · 
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Nig.ht Cooling Control Strategies Résumé of Site Monitoring 

Heating is provid ed via finned tube heaters fitted as part of the underfloor fan system 
t ogether with a p erimeter heating system. There is no facility for m echanical cooling. 

� 

Solar shading is provided in the fo rm of structural shading v.·ith the windows being 
recèssed berween deep Joad b e aring piers . Light shelves are fitted externally and mid

pane automatic bl inds are used which shut overnight to minimise solar gains  from the 
sun rising.  The blinds are also re-posit ioned at 45° t\vice each day .  

C o n trol  strategJ· 

The o peratio n  of the ' extract ' towers is allowed providing the follo\ving conditions are 
satisfied :  

occu p i ed p erio d  
no security o r  fi r e  alert 
win d  speed < S m/s 
temperature at t o p  of t ower (internai) > 27°C 
average corridor temperature > 25°C 
outsid e  air t emperature > l 2°C 
rain i ntensity < intermedi ate.  

If the abo\·e condit ions are satisfied the tower roof is enabled and controlled between 
0- 1 00% depending on the tower temperature, outside air temp erature, wind speed and 
d irection and rain intensity. \\ïn d  s peed and rain are combined i n  a ' lookup'  table such 
that worsening rain at one v."i n d  speed o r  increasing wind speed at a particular rain 
int ensity result in the opening b eing reduced. There is also a scaling factor applied 
depend i ng on the v,·i nd d irectio n  and outside air temperature. If the wind is from the 
S outh \Vest then the sca! ing  fact o r  is 1 i . e .  the tower height was 1 00% of that 
determi ned by the combinatio n  of tower temperature, wind speed and rain. If the wind 
is  from the North, S outh, West or S outh West the scaling factor is 0. 9 5  and from the 
East, North East or North West O. 9. A scaling factor is also calculated according to 
outside air temperature. For examp l e  if  the outside air temperature was 1 2  - l 4°C the 
scaling facto r  was 0 . 8 5 ,  1 4  - 1 6°C O. 9, 16 - 20°C 0 .95 and above 20°C 1 . 0 .  The lov-,.er 
scaling factor between wind d irection and outside air temperature is multipl ied by the 
valu e of the tower opening signal to pro\·ide the actual tower opening. 

� i g h t  coo l i n g  con trol - s e tp o i n t  c o ntrol  with average extern a l  tem p e ra t u re 

'.\ight cooling is enabled p rovi ding the average outside air temperature b etween 1 2 . 00-
1 7. OO exceeds l 8°C . The night coo l ing then operates if the following criteria are 
satisfied:  

night cool p erio d  
outside air temperature > l 2°C 
inside air temperarure > outside air temperature 
inside air temperature > 1 5 . 5°C with a 3 K  deadband centr

�
ed on the 

set point.  

The wind speed, rain, s ecurity and fire interlocks used for daytime control also apply. 
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Night Cooling Contre! Strategies Résumé of Site Monitoring 

If ail of the above controls are s atisfied the tower roofs o pen fully, the supply fans are 
enab l ed and the ridge vents open.  The vents remain o p en u ntil one of the above 
criteri a is no longer satisfied. 

4.2.-3 I o n ica Bu i lding, C a m b ridge 

Gen eral b u il d i ng d es crip t ion  

The Ionica building is a 4000 m2 o ffi c e  bui lding o n  three fl oors .  T h e  interior is 
designed around a 54m long atrium an d is notionally divid ed into four main zones, 
North \\'est, North East, S outh \Vest and S outh East. The sourhern zones are o p en 
plan and ha\·e the option of being vemi l ated by n atural ventilatio n  or via a mechanical 
displacement ventilation system. This supplies air through a hol low core s!ab to the 
underfloor void where it enters the office space via floor gri l les .  The northern zones of 
the building are designed to b e  comp artmented and consequemly co nsists of cel lular 
offices and meeting rooms .  These roo ms are ventilated via the mechanical 
displacement ventilation system. The building b enefi.ts from an expo sed concrete 
cei!ing throughout. 

i\fanu al ly openab!e windows are installed in al l  zones of the buil d ing although only the 
windows a� high leve! on the southern facade are capab l e  of b eing opened using 
automatic contrai. Low level m anually operated windows are a!so provided.  

The air is extracted from the bui ld ing either via the mechanical extract fans or passive!y 
through the central atrium and out through purpose made v.·ind towers, d esigned to 
operate under most conditions of wind and rain .  

Heating is provided by the mechanical system which uti l i ses a thermal wheel, heat 
pump and e!ectric reheater to supply at a constant temperature of l 8°C .  P erim eter 
heating is  al so provided.  Evapo rative cooling on the mechanic al e>-..-rract i s  provided.  
This gives ind irect cooling to the supply air via the thermal wheel .  The heat pumps can 
also be used for cooling. 

Con trol strategy 

The contre! strategy operates to maintain the temperatur e  conditi o ns within the space. 
A number of control modes are specified according to the time of day and the interna! 
and external temperature. In  the m ain open plan area (SV./ zone) the control strategJ' 
enables either the natural or mechanical ventilatio n  system to maintain the intemal 
conditions.  The natural ventilation system is enab l ed when the interna! temperature is 
J ess th an 26°C and the external t emperature is ab ove 14 :: c .  If the internai temperature 
increases then the mechanical venti lation  together with the m echanical coo ling i s  
initiated . Weather interlocks are p rovided to prevent the natural vent i lat ion o p erating 
if it is too cold outside or if there is  a danger of a b ack f1o\V of air through the wind 
towers into the atrium due to the wind operating from a p articular directio n .  
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Night cool ing c o ntrol - d egree h o u rs control (s o u th west z o n e) 

The need for night cooling is determined by a degree heurs calculation based on the 
slab tejîlperature. The degree hours are calculated by assuming the slab is at a fixed 
température of  2 1 °C and measuring the deviation of the zone temperature from th i s 
li mit .  If the net d egree hours at the end of occupancy is positive it is assumed that this 
proportion of hear has been absorbed. The zone air temperarure is  also monitored 
during the day and only if it e:œeeds 24°C for more chan l hour is night cooling 
perrnitted . The night cool period is 9pm to 6am and is operated u nri l  the heat 
extracted from the slab matches the heat absorbed by the s lab during the day. The 
criteria to measure the night degree heurs is different to the day .  During the day the 
degree hours calculation includes both heat gain and heat loss from the slab, i . e. zone 
temperature above and below 2 1 °C to determine night cooling target.  At night only 
the heat Joss is  cakulated i . e. zone temperature below 2 1 °C and p eriods when the zone 
temperature exceeds 2 1 °C are ignored . A self learning algorirhm calculates the target 
proportion of h eat to be extracted frorn the slab under night cooling. The rate of heat 
absorbed during the day to target heat loss is normally l :  l but can be varied depending 
on the deviat ion of the average zone temperature from the zone setpoint. 

4 . 2. 4  PO\\'' e rGen B u il d ing,  Coventry 

Gen eral b u i l d i n g  d es cript ion  

This i s  an open p l an office building built around a central atrium .  Three rows of  
windows are p rovided to the  perimeter, two of which can  b e  manually operated by the 
occupants .  The üurd (top row) window is comrolled by the B M S .  The building i s  
cominuously venti lated via a mechanical di splacement system ( 1 .  5 o r  3 air changes per  
hour) whicb bas the faciliry to mechanical!y cool  the air, althoug h  this is not util i sed . 
. .\.ir extract is via mechanica! extract fans situated in the atrium roof or passively via 
rwo rows of windows under auto  matie contrai at the  top of the atrium. 

The building has an exposed concrete ceiling (vaulted) and external solar shading on 
the southern facade. Roller b l inds are also provided for the windows. 

Heating of  the  accu pied space via electric heater batteries in the air handling u nits 
together with electric peri meter h eating. Heat pumps are also u sed for both heating 
and cooling and the wast e heat from operat ing the heat pumps in cooling mode is 
su p p  l ied to radiators in  the atrium roof to assist ventilation via the stack effect. 

C o n trol strategy 

The mechanical ventilation system operates continuously at low speed during the 
occupied p eriod ta ensure adequate ventil ation of  the cellular offices. When the zone 
temperature is greater than 23 °C the natural ventilation system operates the 
automatically controlled windows together with the atrium windov·/S on the· opposite 
side to provide cross venti lation providing that the weather interlocks are�·satisfied.  If 
the external temperature exceeds the internai temp erature then the BMS controlled 
casernent vents close in that zone. 
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4 .3  

Night c o o l i n g  c o n trol  - setpoint  c o n t r o l  with  minim u m  ext ernal  tem p e ratu re and 
average zo n e  t e m perature 

� 

Thê decision to night cool is made if  the average office temperature at the end of the 
day is  greater  than 2 3 ° (  and the maximum external temp erature during the day 
exceeded 2 1  °C. Ali the office and atrium windows are opened, subj ect to weather 
interlocks, and cooling takes place umil a t emperature of l 8°C i s  s ensed. At this point 
the \Vindows relating to the zo ne where the J 8°C temperature i s  sensed are closed. If, 
after c \os ing the windov,;s , the zone temperature  rises to 20°( then the window are 
opened again to cool the zone.  The weather interlocks for night venti latio n  are less 
stringent than for daytime ventilati on, th us maximising the amount of ventilation that 
can take p l ac e  at night. The daytime wind interlock closes ail of the windows at a 
wind speed o f  1 Omis whereas this does not happen until a wind s peed of 20m/s i s  
sensed during night cooling. 

CO\"CLUS IONS 

The analys is  o f  the s ite moni toring d ata led to a number of conclusions being made 
which are p resented belov.:_ The fu l l  analys is  o f  the resu lts i s  provided in report 
1 1 62 1 /2 . 

4.3. 1 I n la n d  R ev en u e, D u rrington  (S lab  tem peratu re s e t p o i n t  con trol) 

1 )  The s lab set point was never attain ed  during night cooling.  The slab 
temperature only approached the setpoint as it redu c ed with the trend in 
average outside temperature .  The minimum tempe rarure diiference was l . 2K 
and the maximum 7 . S K  during the Augu st to October p eriod .  

2)  The s lab setpoint change was very l imited (O .  ïK b etween August to October) 
considering the complex nature of the algorithms involved.  Tbe algorithms 
only p ermitted minimal change in the setpoim if it was not successful the 
previous night. The setpoint therefore changed very little .  

3) The minimum p ermitted slab setpoint was unrealistically low.  A regressi on  
analysis b etv.·een the outsi de air and  slab temperatures suggested the  slab 
temperature would not fall below l 8°C.  Also the minimum slab setpoint would 
have caused a significant requirement for heating if  it  was ever achieved as  the 
h eating setpoints were 2 - 6 SK above the minimum slab setpoint .  

4) The control strategy resulted in  very high night cooling utilisation, even in  the 
marginal months of S eptember and O ctober .  It was o nly the bad weather 
mode, which inhibits the operation of p ass ive night cooling but not mechanical 
night cooling (low tariff period o nly), that prevented furth er night cooling. B ad 
weather operated for 1 5 8 hours i n  S eptember and October cornp�ed to only 
l 09 hours for night cooling by natur al ventilation.  
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There was no t generally a significant difference in the cooling rates between 
night cool ing with mechanical ventilation and natural ventilation. 

� The night cool ing contre!, although successful in helping to maintain a 
satisfacto ry en\'ironrnent, v-.;as over uti l i sed . ln theory the night cooling 
technique was sound because it included two important parameters (s lab and 
zone temperatures). However in practice the algori thms created unreal i st ic 
targets b ecause the zone and slab temperatures were expected to achie,·e the 
cooling setpo int \l:hich \.vas set too low eg 22cc in July. Thi s compares, for 
example t o  Ionica where the zone temperature had to exceed 24 °C for night 
cooling to t ake place. The peak zone temperatures are related to the peak 
outs ide air temperature and a low energy design (no mechanical cool ing) can 
only expect to  temper this by 3 -4K. Therefore 22°C would be rarely achieved 
in peak summer. The slab temperature also followed trends in outside air 
temperature but was expected to be actually cooler than the cooling setpoint .  
The algori thms assumed the slab would demonstrate significant temperature 
changes but in practice this only occurred at the beginning or end of a hot spel l  
of  weather. One sensible p recaut ion was the interlock that minimi sed setpoint 
change if night cooling did not succeed the previous night .  This prevented 
even more unrealistic targets being set. The night control also included a 
minimum setpoint l imit, which should have prevented it being set too lov:. 
HO\Ve\·er t he  actual l imits were unreali st ic and would have caused heat ing 
problems if ever achieved (see conclusion (3 )) .  

4 . 3 . 2  I n l a n d  Reven u e, !\' o t t i n g h a m  (m in im u m a v erage a ftern o o n  o uts i d e  a i r  

t e m p e r a t u re c o n tro l )  

1 )  The minimum permitted night cooling zone temperature of l 4°C \vas not 
approached during July to September. The minimum zone temperatures were 
10.7°C in July, 1 9 . 8 °C i n  August and 1 8 .2 °C i n  September. The night cooling 
technique in use at Nottingham allows the air temperatu re to cool to 1 4  °C 
before the sysrem S\vitches off. The fabric is  then expected to heat the ai r to 
l 7°C when night cool ing is  again applied. The control strategy does not work 
in  p ractice because an unreali stic temperatute drop of 8 - 1  OK is required to cool  
the zone a ir  temperature to l 4°C . 

2)  The criteria that the  average afternoon outsid e  air temperature must exceed 
l 8°C for night cooling to be permitted was sat i sfied throughout July and 
August .  It was not a particularly extreme condit ion to satisfy. 

3 ) The minimum outside temperature of 1 2  °C v;as a sensible precaution and 
v.:ou l d  only have l imited night cooling on 6 occasions between July and 
September. 

4) The wind speed interlock setpoint (20m/s) was never exceeded and therefore 
d i d  not operate to p revent night cool ing. 
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Night Cooling Control Strategies Résumé of Site Monitoring 

4.3.4 PowerGen, Coventry (min im u m  o u tside air tem p erature and m in im u m  
average zo ne temp era t u re c. o n trol) 

� 

1 )  · The 2 1  °C minimum outside air temperature !imit for night cooling to apply was 
exceeded on 24 out of 29 days in July and August. 

2 )  The 23 °C minimum average zone temperature limit fo r  n i g h t  cooling t o  apply 
was exceeded o n  23 out o f  29 days in July and August. 

3 ) A.lthough the actual hours o f  operar ion of the night cool ing are not avai lable, 
when night cooling was p ermit:ted it probab!y operated for the entire night 
period . The expl an ation for this i s  similar to conclusion 3 )  for Ionica above. 
The average daytirne zone temperature must exceed 23 °C for night cooling to 
be permitted and if thi s  v,:ere the case it  i s  unlikely that the zone temperature 
would fall below the 1 8  °C minimum setpo int at night. 

4) The PowerGen night cool ing contrai was the most s imple  o f  the fo u r  strategies 
but was potential ly the most successful. It did not include comp!ex algori thms 
that had l itt le p ractical benefit but it did include the most realistic contre! 
setpoi nts .  The m i ni mum average zone temperature interlock prevent ed night 
cooling unless it was necessary. Once that interlock had been sat isfi ed 
maximu m night cooling v;as permitted \Vi th  a si mple  zo ne temperatu re 
minimum to p revent any risk of over-cooling. 

4.3 .5  Gen cral c o n clus i ons  

1 ) 

2 )  

� ) J 

4) 

There was general l y  a weak correlation (corre!atio n  coefficient r) b et\veen the 
peak zone temperature and the peak outside air temperature (O. 724 at I nl and 
Revenue, D u rringt on; 0 . 720 at Inland Revenue, !\otting ham; 0 . 8 1 9  at 
PO\verGen; 0 . 456  at Io nica) . 

There was a correl at i o n  betv,:een the ground floor p eak temperature and the 
other floors .  For ai l  bui ldings, exclu ding Ionica, there was a temperature 
increase of approximately 2K between the ground and top floors.  

There was no s ignificant lag between the peak zone temperature and the peak 
outsi de temperature from day to day. If Durrington was u s ed as an exampl e  
the correlat ion between the peak temperatures was O .  849 with no lag, 0 806 
v.·ith a one d ay lag and O. ï l 0 with a t\VO àay lag. Only the Durrington control, 
b ased on s lab temperature, accounted for thi s lag and co ntinu ed to night coo l .  
The Nottingham a n d  PowerGen night cooling routine would not be enab l ed a t  
t h e  e n d  of a h o t  s p e l l  because they b o t h  include minimu m  outside  air 
temperature interlocks .  The Ionica night cooling contra! is also l ikely to be off 
at the end of a hot spel l  because of the minimum zone temperature interl ock. 

The floor s lab temperature demonstrated a significant c o rrelation .... with the 
outside air temperatu re and followed its trends .  For example at Durrington t h e  
\Veekly average slab ternperature rose by 2 .4K between June t o  August and 
then fell  by 3. 1 K t o  O ctober.  

� BSRIA Report 1 1 62 1 /4 1 9  
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5) 

6) 

7) 

There was a significant lag between the peak daily slab temperature and peak 
d aily outsid e  ternperature. At Durrington the correlation was 0 .727 with no 
lag, 0. 797 with a one d ay lag, 0.832 with a two day Jag and 0 . 830  with a three 
day J ag .  This indicates that there was a lag of appraximately two days between 
the outside air temperature and slab temperature. 

S lab temperature changes were generally small but could be significant when 
ambient c o nditi ons  suddenly altered , e.g.  the stan or end of a hot spell . For 
example the slab temperarure at Durrington increased b y  2K in a one week 
period .  

Over-c oo l ing was generally not  beneficial. Nïght cool ing in  peak ambient 
conditions d id not cool the zone to the heat ing setpoint . The zone ternperature 
typically fell from, e .g .  26 °C to 2 2-24 °C.  In  marginal conditions, over-cool ing 
i s  p o ssib le and the requirement fo r  night cooling is also reduced. Consequently 
over-cooling is  not b eneficial and night cooling contra! should include a 

minimum zone ternperature setpoint that is related to the heating setpoint .  

8 )  Night cool ing was applied at weekends at some o f  th e  sites and this is  
recommended particularly for peak arnbient conditions .  A minimum zo ne 
temperature setpoint should p revent over-cooling in  marginal conditions. 

9) 

l 0) 

1 1 ) 

1 2) 

B ad weath er i nterl ocks can potential ly be very disruptive to the util i sat ion of 
night cool ing.  Their use needs to be carefully considered and not O \'er 
specifi ed.  

There was no single overrid i ng factor that intlu enced the success of night 
cooling (measured by zone temperature drop) over any other tested.  Thi s 
included wind speed, wind directi on, night-time outsid e  air temperature o r  the 
temperature d ifference between inside and outside.  

Different facades may demon strate different temperature p atterns bet\veen 
flo o rs .  For  example, at  Durrington the northern facades shov,1ed a temperature 
increase from graund to top f1oor, but the southern d id  not.  This indicated that 
different natural venti lation driving fo rces may have applied. Night cool ing 
should,  where possible,  have indivi dual contrai for zo nes with the  bui lding 
divided by floor and facade.  

There was generally a significant temperature difference between inside and 
outside during night c oo ling.  However, during peak conditions a positive 
d iffe rential may not o ccur u nti l  late evening, e g .  Inland Revenue,  Nottingham, 
was up to 2 1  : 4 5  h ours.  Therefo re night cooling contrai should monitor the 
temperature differential between inside and outside and prevent o perat ion if the 
outsid e  temperature exceeds the inside. This practice, although commonly 
used, is not u niversal. Three of the four main bui ldings monitored incorporated 
it \'.'Îthin the night c o oling contrai  strategy. 
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4 . 4  COi\IPARJSON OF CONTROL STR!\TEGIES' H O URS OF UTILISATIO N  

The- co nclusions fr o m  t h e  site monitoring do n e t  provide a direct comparison of the 
night cooling contrai strategies .  However, if the analysis of the control strategies are 
carried out using the monitored data from one build ing a c omparison of the results can 
b e  made .  Consequ ently, the contrai strategies with their associated control setpoints 
and interlocks have b een applied to the monitored d ata tak en from the In lan d  Revenue 
buildi ng, Durrington .  The conclusions ( 1 )  to ( 4) below compare the potenti al 
application of each strategy at Durrington during S eptember and October. !\13 
A.nalysis shows that there 'Nou [d have been fu l l  ut i l i sation of al! the night cooling 
strategies in the preceding surruner months .  

1 )  

2) 

3 ) 

4) 

The zone temperature at Durrington did net exceed 2 4  °C and there would have 
been n o  night cooling if the lonica co ntre! had applied .  

The average afternoon outside a ir  temperature exceeded 1 8  °C on 3 1  d ays out 
4 7 at Durrington du ring September and October. Therefore the Inland 
Revenue, Nottingham contrai would have restricted night cooling by one third . 

The average zo ne temperature exceed ed 23 °C o n  only 1 2  days out of 4 7 at 
Durringt o n  during September and October. The outside air temp erature 
exceeded 2 1  °C on 20 days out of 4 7 at Durringto n .  The two limits combined 
were only s atisfied o n  7 days out of 4 7 at Durrington and thi s  is the number of 
days that n ight cooling would have been appl ied with the PowerGen control .  

The table below summarises the expect ed utili satio n  of the different night 
cooling control strategies if they h ad been i nstalled  o n  the B \1S system at the 
Inland Revenue bui lding , Durrington.  ..\s can b e  seen, the alternative c ontra! 
techniques would have resul ted in a \vi d e  variati o n  in util i sation .  

Control tvpe 

S lab setpoint (IR. Durrington) 
Average afternoon OAT (IR. Nott ingham) 
Average zone temperature + peak OA T 
( PowerGen) 
Peak zon e  temperature + degree hours 
(Ionica) 

September to October Uti l i sation 
(maximum = 47 davs) 

4 7 d ays 
3 1 d ays 
7 d ays 

O d ays 

l t  i s  unJ ikely that the operation of the night cooling control s trategies du ring S eptember and 
October wou l d  really have been required for man y of the 4 7 avai lable day-s. The zone 
temperature never exceeded 24°( and only exceeded 2 3 °C on 1 2  days. It would therefore 
seem appropriace that a n ight cool i ng control strategy that operated for a smalt number of 
nights or no nights at ai l would be most suitable. I t  sho u ld a[so b e  remembered that with the 
onser of the hearing season there would b e  some benefit in maintaining as mu ch geat a s  
possible  v.:irhin the building fabric (but n o t  t o  the detriment of comfort). This requirement 
obviously differs from that when using night cool ing in the months preceding and during the  
summer when it i s  esse ntial to l i  mit the  temperature rise of the building fabric. 
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4.5 NIGHT COOLING CONTROL STRA TEGY RECOMMENDATIONS 

The previous section detailed the conclusions from the site monitoring study. Each of 
the contrai strategi es were successful in helping to produce a sati sfactory thermal 

..... environment, as part of an overall low energy strategy. However as conclusions 
· 

4.3. I . (6), 4.3 . 2(5) and 4.3 . 4(3 ) show the use of complex algorithms may not be 
necessary in practice. These conclusions also show the daytime criteria to permit night 
cooling eg p eak zone temperature often exclude the night criteria being satisfied. Thi s 
was because the difference between day and night setpoints was too large. For 
example at Ionica the daytime zone temperature must exceed 24°C and a calculation of 
net degree heurs is performed. However, the night cool ing degree hours are unlikely 
to attain their target (match daytime heating degree heurs) because the zone 
temperature must fall by at least 3K before the cooling degree hours are registered. 

The different night cooling control strategies resulted in a wide variation in utilisation 
in the marginal summer months. It ranged from no night cooling with the Ionica 
control, to maximum night cooling with the Inland revenue, Durrington control 
(conclusion 4.4(4)). During p eak summer periods each control would be appl ied for 
the maximum period. The results also show that, once initiated, each control would 
operate for the entire night cooling period since the control routines were unlikely to 
be fully satisfied. The reasons for this are as follows : 

Inland Revenue, Durrington 
Inland Revenue, Nottingham 
Ionica, Cambridge 

PowerGen, Coventry 

- slab setpoint was never obtained 
- zone temperature would not fall to 14 °C 
- night cooling degree heurs unlikely to match 

daytime heating degree hours 
- zone temperature unlikely to fall to I 8 °C if daytime 

average exceeded 23 °C 

Each of the strategies was based on sound principles but, as the above shows, the 
daytime criteria to permit night cooling appears to exclude the possibil ity of Jess than 
maximum night cooling. Therefore the important difference between strategies was 
the specification of daytime conditions to permit night cooi ing. 

Although some of the complex night cooling algorithms appear to be redundant in  
practice it is  sensible to include simple contrais to predict the need for night cool ing. 
The most obvious indicators are the zone or outside air temperatures. A correlation 
was demonstrated between daytime peak zone and outside air temperatures 
(conclusion 4.3. 5 (1)). Therefore the use of either as a control limit should be 
applicable. If  the zone temperature is used, either peak or average would be applicabl e 
because relatively small temperature changes are experienced. If the outside air 
temperature is used it should be an average to prevent temperature spikes, not 
representative of the day, influencing the results. The zone temperature lirnits applied 
at Ionica and PowerGen may be slightly too high in practice and prevent some 
beneficial night cooling. The outside air contrai at Inland Revenue, Nottingham, may 
conversely be slightly toc low. 

.. ·  
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The slab temperature at the Inland Revenue, Durrington was weakly correlated to peak 
outside air temperature but demonstrated a lag of approximately two days (conclusions 
4.3 . 5(3 ) and 4 . 3 . 5 (5) ) .  Therefore it may be applicable to operate night cooling for an 
additional two days after a prolonged hot period .  This would not be necessary where 
night cooling was only utilised occasionally . 

Over-cooling was generally not beneficial (conclusion 4 . 3 . 5(7)) . A minimum zone 
temperature setpoint, related to the heating setpoint, should therefore be specified. 

The peak zone temperatures were dependent upon the fl oor and facade (conclusions 
4 .3 . 5 ( 1 1 )) .  The building should be  zoned between floors and facades with individual 
night cooling control in each zone. 

The results d emonstrated that during peak conditions the outside air temperature may 
exceed the zone temperature u nt il late  evening (conclusion 4 .3 . 5 ( 1 2)) .  Therefore night 
cooling should only be permitted provided the zone temperature (each zone) exceeds 
the outside air temperature. It is probably beneficial to i nclude a small t emperature 
difference, e .g .  2K, to account for sensor accuracy and location. 

The addit ion of a minimum outside air temperature limit, e .g .  1 2  °C, should be included 
(conclusion 4 . 3 . 2(3 ) ) .  This would reduce the possibility of condensation occurring. It 
should not affect the operation of night cooling during peak conditions because the 
outside air would be unlikely to fall below this level. 

Night cooling by mechanical ventilation was typically no more successful than natural 
ventilation, (conclusion 4. 3 . 1 (5)) ,  and also imposed a significant energy penalty. Fan 
energy was not measured but an indication of likely cost can be  derived from the 
Inland Revenue, Durrington site. A simple calculation i ndicates that electrical power 
to the night cooling supply fans would have been approximately 1 44 kW. The cost of 
their operation from midnight to 7 : 00 am is  f50 per night (5 p/kWh) . Therefore, its use 
should be restricted to bad weather conditions when natural ventilation was not 
feasible. Night cooling by natural ventilation should be applied from the end of 
occupancy, providing the interlocks, discussed above, are applied . Night cooling 
should also be applied at weekends (conclusion 4 . 3 . 5 (8))  provided a minimum zone 
temperature setpoint has been specified. 

The above discussion indicates the type of night cooling control that could be applied 
in practice. The following summarises those recommendations, but further reference 
should be made to the thermal simulation study (report 1 1 62 1/3) summarised i n  
chapter 5 .  

Ni 1rht cooling enable 

Days - 7 days per week 
Time - entire non-occupied period 
Lag - operate night cooling for an additional two nights following the night 

cooling criteria no longer being satisfied. This only applies..)f night 
cooling operated for a minimum of the five previous consecutive nights. 

@ BSRlA Report 1 1 62 1 /4 23 
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Daytime activation requirement 

P eak zone temperature (any zone) > 23 °C 
Average zone temperature (any zone) > 22 °C 
A vêrage aftemoon outside air temperature > 20 °C 

S elect any one of the above or a combination. 

Night-time activation requirement 

Zone temperature (any zone) > outside air temperature + 2K 
Zone temperature (any zone) > heating setpoint 
Outside air temperature > 1 2  °C 

eJ BSRIA Report 1 162 1/4 
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5. DYNAMIC THERMAL SIMULATION 

5. 1 INTROD UCTIO N  

� 

Thermal simulatio n  was undertaken as part of the research in  order to d emonstrate the 
relative merits of each of the control strategies monitored in the case study buildings 
together with several other control strategies that have been identified .  The strategies 
were tested against a range of variables that could influence p erformance that are 
typical of those experienced in actual buildings. One of the monitored buildings v.·as 
sel ected to be modelled (Inland Revenue, Durrington) and the control strategies were 
tested using this d esign. A description of the building can b e  found i n  4 . 2 . 1 .  Only one 
representative zone was modelled,  south facing 1 st/2nd floor and therefore the 
additional thermal influences in the top floor and ground floor areas were not included .  
The mode! \\·as set up s o  that similar zones existed above and below. T h e  south facing 
facade was selected because it had maximum heat gains and therefore maximum need 
for night cooling. 

Further information regarding the Durrington mode! and the method of defining the 
control strategies in the APACHE software together with full detail s  of the results are 
provided in report 1 1 62 1 /3 . 

5.2 NIGHT COO LING CONTRO L STR.\ TEGY DESCRIPTION 

S even night cool ing control strategies were tested using the Durringto n  mode! and the 
follov./ing is a basic description of the different alternatives.  The strategies described 
for named buildings are the same as applied in the actual bui ldings.  

5.2. 1 No n ight cool ing 

Night ventilatio n  was not applied. This was included as  a base  case condition to  
compare the results of night cooling against. Each time a variable was changed e .g .  
s lab construction, a base case simulation, with no night cooling, was performed .  

5.2.2 Tim eclo c k  control 

A simple timeclock controlled night cooling such that it was applied each evening prior 
te occupancy (not Friday or S aturday night) .  1\atural ventilation was p errnitted from 
2 1 : 00-07 :00 and mechanical ventilation from 00: 00-0 7 : 00 .  The control operated 
regardless of prevailing conditions or need and was the most simple form of night 
cooling that could be applied . In practice a manual decision would be taken to operate 
the system over the peak summer months .  

© BSRlA Report 1 1 62 1  /4 
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5.2.3 S i m p le o n/off based on zon e  temperatu re 

This contre! perrnitted night cooling providing the following were satisfied: 

zone air temperature > outside air temperature 
zone air temperature > heating setpoint 
outside air temperature > l 2°C . 

The first condition ensured that cooling and not heating would occur, the second 
condition prevented pre-heating being required prior ta occupancy and the third 
condition minirnised the risk of condensation. The contrai operated for the same 
period as the timeclock control. 

5.2.4 S im p l e  o n/off based on slab tem p era ture 

This contrai was similar to the simple on/off based on zone temperature but night 
cooling w as permitted if: 

zone air temperature > outside air temperature 
slab temperature > heating setpoint 
outside air temperature > l 2°C. 

In  practice a temperature sensor would be buried in the main fabric thermal storage 
element ( ceiling slab) and the temperature of the slab instead of the zone used for 
contrai . The same night cool  period as  the timeclock control was applied. 

5.2 .5  Inland Rev e n u e  B u ilding,  D u rrington 

Night cooling was perrnitted providing the following was satisfied: 

slab temperature > slab ternperature setpoint. 

The period that night cooling was available and the proportions of natural and 
rnechanical ventilation were the sarne as the timeclock contrai. 

Slab tem p erat u re s etpo i n t ca lcu lat ion  

The following rules were used to calculate the slab temperature setpoint in the  actual 
building: 

i) l T 1 = room set point - slab temperature at 1 7  : OO - offset 

i i) l T 2 = room set point - room temperature at 1 7 :00 
iii) Today ' s  self l earning value lî3 = lî1 + .êi.T2 

iv) l T3 reduced if l T 4 w as tao high. 
ti T 4 = slab temperature at 07 :00 - old sl ab temperatu[� setpoint 

v) Change in setpo int = lT =_lT2 + t.T� old 
� 

2 

l T3 old = previous days adj ustment 

� BSRIA Report 1 1 6 2 1  /4 
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vi) Slab setpoint > minimum pennitted slab setpoint. 

5.2.6 Inland Revenue B u ilding,  Nottingham 

Night cooling operated providing the following contrais were satisfied: 

i) Average outside air temperature ( 1 2 :00- 1 7 : 00) > 1 8 °C 

ii) Minimum zone temperature = 1 5 . 5 °C with a 3K deadband centred in the 
set point 

iii) Minimum outside air temperature = l 2°C 

iv) Inside air temperature > outside air temperature 

The same time periods and venti lation system, as applied in the timeclock control were 
used. 

5.2. 7 I o n i ca B u ilding 

Under this contrai, night cooling was permitted if the following were satisfied: 

i) Outside air temperature >7°C 

ii) Zone air temperature > 14°C 

iii) Peak zone air temperature during occupancy > 24°C 

iv) Zone air temperature at beginning of night cool > l 9°C 

v) Zone air temperature > outside air temperature 

vi) Night cooling continued until : 
Daytime heating degree hours = target night cooling degree hours. 

The target night cooling degree hours v.:as increased if the average daytime zone 
temperature exceeded 2 1 °C and reduced if the average daytime zone temperature was 
Jess than 2 1 °C. The net daytime heating d egree hours were calculated by combining 
the time and deviation of the zone temperature from 2 1 °C. If the result was positive, 
night cooling was required. The night cooling degree hours were calculated by 
combining the time and deviation that the zone t emperature was below 2 1 °C. 

© BSRlA Report 1 1 62 1 14 
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5.3 TEST PROGRAMME 

The test programme was divided into three sets of simulations, initial tests, special 
tests and main tests. The initial tests investigated the effect of night cooling p eriod and 
ventilation rate and aise the influence of construction and heat gains. A number of 
' special '  tests were also p erformed and the se assessed the eff ect of the slab sens or 
d epth on night cooling controls that used slab temperature i n  the strategy. The effect 
of no minimum zone or outside air temperatures lirnits during night cooling were also 
tested. The main series of tests compared different night cooling contrai strategies .  A 
' standard' mode! was defined as follows with only one parameter varied between tests : 

Natural ventilation 1 -8 ac/h dependent on temperature difference between 
inside and outsid e  (0 - 6K) . 

Night ventilation rate - mechanical ventilation 4 ac/h 
Night ventilation p eriod - 1 8 :00-07 :00 natural ventilation, 00:00-07 :00 
mechanical venti lation. 
Day ventilation rate - natural ventilation (see night venti lation rate), mechanical 
ventilat ion low speed 1 . 5 ac/h, high speed 4 ac/h. 
S olar gains - low 
C asual gains - low 
Slab material - medium weight concrete 
S lab covering - none (exposed) 
S l ab depth - 1 5 0 mm. 

The seven night cooling contrai strategies (including no night cool ing) were tested 
against a selection of variables with over 200 simulation runs being made .  The 
variables were : 

\Veather data 

S lab construction 

Solar gains 

C asual heat gains 

Night mechanical 
ventilation rate 

Night natural 
ventilat ion rate 

Night ventilation periods  

- summer day (peak and typical), typical spring day 
- summer months (peak and typical) 

- heavyweight, medium weight, Iightweight concrete 
- 1 OO mm, 1 25 mm, 1 50 mm, 1 75 mm slab d epth 
- exposed ceiling, false ceiling 

- low, medium, high (high, medium and no shading) 

- low, medium, high 

- 0, 2 ,  4, 6,  8, 10 ac/h 

- fixed 1 ,  2, 4, 6, 8 ac/h 

- variable 1 -8 ac/h 

- 1 8 :00-07:00, 1 8 :00-05 : 00, 2 1 :00-07 :00, 
2 1  : 00-05 : OO, 00 : 00-07 : 00, 00:00-05 � OO 

.., 
� 

Slab temperature sensor d epth (applied to slab temperature and Durringto n  night 
cooling controls only ) - 0 mm, 25  mm, 5 0  mm, 75  mm, 1 OO mm, 1 50 mm slab. 

© BSRIA Report 1 1 62 1 /4 
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5.3 TEST PROGRAMME 

The test programme was divided into three sets of simulations, initial tests, special 
tests and main tests. The initial tests investigated the effect of night cooling period and 
ventilation rate and also the influence of construction and heat gains . A number of  

. ..  
' special' tests were also p erformed and these assessed the effect of  the  slab sensor 
depth on  night cooling contrais that used slab temperature in the strategy. The effect 
of no minimum zone or outside air temperatures l imits during night cooling were also 
tested . The main series of tests compared different night cooling contra! strat egies .  A 
' standard ' mode! was defined as follows with only one parameter varied b etween tests : 

Natural venti lation 1 -8 ac/h dependent on temperature difference between 
inside and outsid e  (0 - 6K) . 
Night ventilation rate - mechanical ventil ation 4 ac/h 
Night ventilation p eriod - 1 8 :00-07 :00 natural ventilation, 00 : 00-07 : 00 
mechanical ventilation. 
Day ventilation rate - natural ventilation (see night venti lation rate) , mechanical 
ventilation low speed 1 . 5  ac/h, rugh speed 4 ac/h. 
Solar gains - low 
C asual gai ns - low 
Slab material - medium weight concrete 
Slab covering - none (expo sed) 
S lab depth - 1 50 mm. 

The seven night cooling contrai strategies (includ ing no night cool ing) were t ested 
against a selection of variables with over 200 simulation runs being made.  The 
variables were:  

\Veather data 

Slab construction 

Solar gains 

Casual heat gains 

Night mechanical 

ventilation rate 

Night natural 
ventilat ion rate 

Nïght ventil ation periods 

- summer day (peak and typical), typical spring d ay 
- summer months (peak and typical) 

- heavyweight, medium weight, lightweight concrete 
- 1 OO mm, 1 25 mm, 1 50 mm, 1 75 mm slab d epth 

- exposed ceiling, false ceiling 

- low, medium, rugh (high, medium and no shading) 

- low, medium, high 

- 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 1 0  ac/h 

- fixed 1 ,  2, 4, 6, 8 ac/h 
- variable 1 -8 ac/h 

- 1 8 : 00-07:00, 1 8 : 00-05 : 00, 2 1  : 00-07 : 00,  
2 1  : 00-05 : OO, 00 : 00-07 : 00, 00 : 00-05 � OO 

� 
... 

Slab temperature sensor depth (applied to slab temperature and Durringt o n  night 

cooling controls only ) - 0 mm, 25 mm, 50 mm, 75 mm, 1 00 mm, 1 50 mm slab .  

© BSRIA Report 1 1 62 1 /4 
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5.4 TEST RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusions from the tests carried out are detailed below. 

5.4 . 1  I n i tial Test Conclusions 

The initial tests set the boundary conditions that a night cooling control strategy could 
be appl ied to . The main set of simulations compared different night cooling control 
strategies and it was impractical to test every variable ·with each control strategy. 
Therefore, the initial tests assessed the influence of selected variables with the most 
simple, but extreme strategy (tirneclock comrol) . 

(i) The night cool period for the main tests was 2 1  : 00-07 :00 and the initial tests 
indicated t hat the effect of alternative nigbt cool periods was smaJI . The rate of 
cooling of the zone temperature v.:as lower with the earlier start of 1 8 :00 due 
to higher outside air temperatures. The later starts quickly att.ained a similar 
zone temperature to that of the earlier start, resulting in similar slab cooling for 
the m ajority of the night cool  period.  

(ii) The mode! tests were based on a mechanicaJ ventilation air change rate for 
nîght cooling of 4 ac/h. This was the based on the fan sizing u sed at the Inland 
Revenue bui Jding, Durrington. The influence of  higher or lower ventilation 
rates was found to be smaJI wirh this model. At nigbt, the Inland Revenue 
building, Durrington used the mechanical ventilation to supplement natural 
ventilation. When this was tested on the mode! it was found that this reduced 
the i mpact of i ncreasing the mechanical ventilation rate. 

( i i i) The heat gains (both solar and casual) had a very significant effect on zone 
temperature. For example the use of an external overhang on the southern 
facade reduced the number of occupied hours above 22°C by 50%. The use of 
an internai bl ind and external overhang (as applied at the Inland Revenue, 
Durrington) reduced the hours above 22°C by 85%. The effect of solar 
shading p roduced a sirnilar penormance to no solar shading with night cooling. 
This was also shown with casual gain where h aJving the gains from 40 W/m2 to 
20 W/m2 produced a sim.ilar penormance ta maximum nigbt cooling (timeclock 
contrai) with a casual gain of 40 W/m2. It demonstrates that preventative 
measures are at least as important as night cooling for controlling internai 
temperatures. In practice, heat gains are m.inirnised in passive low energy 
designs. The site monitoring results demonstrated a significant d ifference 
between the peak zone temperature and peak outside air temperature and this 
was also shown in the low gain simulations .  The high gain simulations imposed 
an additional load on the fabric resulting i n  the peak zone temperatures 
matching or exceeding the outside air. Therefore a model with low casual 
gains and a high degree of solar shading was used in the main tests. This mode! 
was more representative of actual passive low energy build ings than those with 
higher gains and reduced solar shading. 

(iv) The choice of concrete for the slab only had a minimal effect on perfonnance 
and a medium weight was selected for the main tests. 
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(v) The addition of a false ceiling adversely affected night cooling performance. It 
would net normally be fitted in passive low energy buildings and was also net 
included i n  the main test programme. 

(\i) The slab d epth only had a small effect on overall zone temperatures.  The range 
of slabs tested varied between 1 OO mm to 1 75 mm. The slab depth at the 
Inlan d  Revenue building, Durrington ( 1 50 mm) was applied to the main t est 
simulations.  

5.4 .2  Specia l  Tests Co n clus ions  

The special tests assessed the influence of sel ected factors on specific control 
strategies .  The effect of varying the slab temperature sensor d epth was tested with the 
Durrington and slab control strategies. The standard zone contrai system was tested 
with the minimum zone temperature interlock disabled. 

(i) There was not a significant advantage b etween slab s ensors at different d epths 
due to the thermal mass of the slab. There was a small temperature drop 
through the slab and a relatively smal l change in slab temperature d uring night 
cooling. Therefore night cooling was appl ied to a similar period regardless of 
sensor depth. 

(ii) Night cooling contrais should include a minimum zone temperature setpo i nt .  
The b enefits o f  additional utilisation and cool ing fr o m  not having this contrai 
were outweighed by the extra heating required.  

5.4.3 Main Tests Co nclus i o ns 

The main set of tests compared the performance of the mode! ( occupied heurs that the 
zone temperature exceeded fixed limits) \Vith six different night cooling contrai 
strategies i . e. the no night cooling case \vas ornitted . The main conclusions are as 
follows : 

(i) The use of Kew 1 964-65 and Kew 1 96 7 weather data, together with l ow casual 
gains (20 W/m2) and solar shading, resulted in  generally acceptab l e  zone 
temperatures even without night cooling.  The weather d ata was statistically 
representative of what could be expected (excluding extreme summers such as 
1 995) .  However, when higher casual gains are present the b enefits of night 
cooling b ecome more apparent. 

( i i )  Ionica d em onstrated the lowest night cooling utilisation due to a contrai 
condition which prevented it if the zone temperature was below 24 °C. This 
temperature may have been too high and prevented some worthwhile night 
cooling. However, the inclusion of this zone temperature setpoint at a l ower 
value or, alternatively, an outside air temperature setpoint, i s  still beneficial to 
prevent unnecessary night cooling. 

· 
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6. OVERALL PROJECT CONCLUSIONS 

The site monitoring work investigated the p erformance of four different night 
cool ing strategies backed up by computer monitoring. The analysis resulted in  
a number of general conclusions as  well as conclusions specific to individual 
strategies .  This led to the definition of a recommended control strategy for 
natural ventilation night cooling as follows: 

Night cool enable 

Days - 7 days per week. 

Time - entire non-occupied period 
Lag - operate night cooling for an additional two nights following the 
contrai criteria no longer being satisfied .  This only applies if night cooling 
operated for a minimum of the previous five consecutive nights. 

Davtime activation requirement 

Peak zone temperature (any zone) > 23°C 
Average zone temperature (any zone) >22°C 
Average afternoon outside air temperature >20°C 

Note: select any one of the above or a combination. 

Ni �ht coolin� activation requirement 

Zone temperature (any zone) > outside air temperature + 2K 
Zone temperature (any zone) > heating setpoint 
Outside air temperature > l 2°C . 

The above strategy was devised to include the optimum features of the 
alternative control strategies. The night cool period was set up to maximise 
utilisation of natural ventilation which does not incur an energy penalty or 
financial cost .  However, this should only apply provided the other i nterlocks 
specified above are also included . The interlocks will limit night cooling to 
wheo it is beneficial and p revent over-cooling. The lag was included because 
the monitoring results showed that the slab temperature followed the trend i n  
outside air temperature but peaks approximately two days after the outside air 
temperature peak. 

Additional conclusions derived from the analysis of the site monitoring and 
computer modelling work are as follows: 

• The monitoring study also demonstrated that the complex algorithms 
were no more beneficial than simpler systems.  This was confirmed by 
the modell ing where the most successful system \Vas the zgne 

temperature control which improved the peak zone tempèratures but 
not at the expense of significant additional heating or fan energy. 
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• The monitoring demonstrated that although the complex algorithms 
were no more b eneficial than other controls, some form of simple 
prediction of the need for night cooling was of benefit Therefore 
daytime criteria to permit n.ight cooling is includ ed in the recommended 
specification with the most relevant being the peak outside air or zone 
air t emperatures. The monitoring results showed that if the daytime 
criteria, of the actual complex controls, were satisfied the night time 
criteria would never be satisfied with the night control operating all 
night. This conclus ion was supported by the modelling work by 
demonstrating that when night cooling v.:as permitted it operated for the 
en tire night period .  

• The recommend ed night cooling strategy only permits night cooling 
when it i s  benefici al and also prevents over-cooling. The site data 
showed that the m aximum zone temperature drop was approximately 
4K. This prevents over-cooling in peak ambient periods.  Over-cooling 
will only o ccur in  cooler periods when the need for night cooling is 
reduced and the lower ambient temperatures have a far more significant 
impact on the internai temperature. 

• The site monitoring was supported by the mod elling results. The 
modelling demonstrated that there was o nly a small benefit in peak zone 
temperatures between strategies with and without minimum zone 
setpoints.  The simul ations that included a minimum zone setpoint had 
reduced utili sation but this occurred in cooler ambient conditions when 
the requirement for night cooling was lower. :\lso, the energy penalty 
from additional heating in simulations without a minimum zone 
temperature, was significant. 

• The monitoring study indicated that night cooling was, in general, no 
more effective with m echanical ventilation than natural ventilation. This 
led to the conclusion that night cooling by mechanical ventilation, 
although a useful bad.llp, should be lirnited to selected conditions eg 
bad weather preventing the use of natural ventilation. The modelling 
results indicated that if the average natural venti lation rate was 4 ac/h or 
above the benefit of supplementary mechanical ventilation would be 
marginal . 

• One additional conclusion from the modelling work was the importance 
of reducing heat gains .  This showed that solar shading and minimal 
casual gains are as effective in controll ing zone temperatures as 
maximum night cooling. If the two techniques are combined th en 
significant reduction in heat gains can be obtained. 

� ... 
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